Solar Photovoltaic (PV) systems have become prominent and have attained the attention of energy engineers, governments and researchers. To achieve the maximum benefit from the PV system in spite of its nonlinear characteristic and environmental conditions, finding a robust maximum power point tracking method is essential. Over two decades, various researchers proposed numerous MPPT methods, but they failed to evaluate their methods on consistency, reliability, and robustness over several numbers of runs. Most of the researchers examined one configuration and they did not to consider the dynamic change in the irradiation conditions. Therefore, in this manuscript, the authors introduced a novel optimization technique Fractional chaotic Flower Pollination Algorithm (FC-FPA), by merging fractional chaos maps with flower pollination algorithm (FPA). The proposed technique, help FPA in extracting the Global Maximum Power Point (GMPP) under different partial shading patterns including with different PV array configurations. The proposed FC-FPA technique is tested and evaluated over 5 different patterns of partial shading conditions. The first three patterns are tested over 4S configuration made with Shell S36 PV module. The other two patterns are applied to the 4S2P configuration of Shell SM55 PV panels. The performance of the proposed variant is investigated by tracking the GMPP for abruptly changing shade pattern. Exclusive statistical analysis is performed over several numbers of runs. Comparison with perturb and observe MPPT technique is established. These results confirm that, the proposed method shows fast convergence, zero oscillation and rapid response for the dynamic change in irradiation with consistent behavior.
Introduction
The development of renewable energy resources have been drastically increases due to the effect of greenhouse gases, depletion of fossil fuels and high demand of electricity [1] . Solar photovoltaic (PV) generation has excellent potential due to the absence of fuel cost and limited maintenance compared to other energy resources [2] . Based on the World Energy Outlook 2018 reports, the PV power generation will become increases significantly by 2040 and exhibits a higher global generation capacity than all other forms of energy [3] . The PV generated power greatly depends on the environmental conditions like irradiation and temperature as well as the partial shading (PS) phenomena. These factors drastically
•
For the evolutionary algorithm (EA) based MPPT techniques, the commonly noticeable drawbacks are the trade-off between exploration-exploitation which is very less, which results in fluctuations during the process of optimization. These methods may fall in LMPP during wider (strong) shading conditions. In addition, these methods fail to reach new GMPP once they change their position since the search particles will be busy around previous MPP and lack of consistency [34] . Therefore, due to these limitations, the efficiency of the system will get reduce. Additionally, that open-up a room to improve the performance of MPPT techniques further.
The various research gaps observed from the literature review are summarized in Table 1 . Based on the previous limitations and gap analysis, it is noted that none of the researchers have made an attempt to involve the chaotic features into MPPT, which extensively increases the performance of non-linear objectives. The chaos theory to improve meta-heuristic optimization algorithms has become the dominant topic in the field of optimization algorithms. The dynamical and randomization properties of chaos maps help the optimization algorithms to balance between the intensification (exploitation) and diversification (exploration) phases [35, 36] .
With this motivation, authors introduced new MPPT technique titled novel fractional chaotic flower pollination algorithm (FC-FPA) with a combination of fractional order chaos maps.
The dynamic properties of fractional order chaos maps enhances the perofrmance of meta-heuristic algorithms. This has not been implemented by any of the researcher so far. Therefore, in this article, authors proposed a new and unique technique of introducing chaotic variants to achieve the GMPP irrespective of environmental conditions, type of PV module, uniform and dynamic change in irradiation conditions. In the proposed FC-FPA technique, three fractional chaos maps are co-operated with the FPA algorithm for the initialization phase and for tuning its parameters. The considered fractional chaos maps are fractional logistic map, fractional sine map, and fractional tent chaos map.
The main contributions of the paper are:
• In this article authors introduced a unique novel method of chaotic variants (based on fractional-order chaos maps) to track maximum power point.
The proposed method is tested with two different types of models under two configurations like Multi-crystalline type (S36) with four series combination (4S) and Mono-crystalline type (SM55) PV model with four-series-two-parallel (4S2P) configuration.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is validated using 3 different shade pattern with above mentioned configurations. •
The robustness of the algorithm variants are evaluated in tracking the GMPP during a sudden change in the irradiation conditions. •
The proposed variants are compared with the basic version of the FPA algorithm over all the stages of analysis.
Extensive statistical analysis has been performed to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed variants and recommended the best chaos map that helps the FPA in achieving fast-tracking for GMPP with most consistent and accurate behavior.
The recommended MPPT algorithm variant is compared with the traditional perturb and observe MPPT (P&O) over the nonuniform distribution of radiation and step change in its levels. [37] 2019 Improved FLC Duty cycle
The converging speed for transients is improved and oscillations around the MPPs are completely eliminated compared with conventional MPPT methods, Single pattern is used solar PV module of MSX-60W, Proposed method is compared with these two algorithms P&O, FLC-HC.
No dynamic performance, no statistical metrics. [29] 2019 hybrid GPR-JAYA Voltage
The method is tested under different shade patterns of 3S, 5S and 4S3P designed with PV model of CS6P-260 P. It is compared with standard PSO and Jaya algorithms. Mean, and standard deviation (SD) was considered evaluating system performance.
Controlled voltage source is used instead of the converter, how far it will be reliable in real-time conditions. The authors proposed only two patterns of shading moreover their algorithm was not tested with the dynamical changes of irradiance. Attained an efficiency of 95.7%, the method is not tested under dynamic conditions and they did not perform any sort of statistical analysis to show the robustness of method.
The organization of the manuscript is as follows; Section 2 discusses the photovoltaic modeling, DC-DC boost converter, and the effect of the PSC over the considered PV system. Section 3 contains the proposed optimization algorithm variants, and implementation steps for the application of MPPT. Section 4 discusses the results and analysis. Section 5 exhibits the comparison between the recommended MPPT variant and P&O technique. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main outcomes and the conclusions.
System Description
The schematic diagram of the considered system in the current investigation is shown in Figure 1 . The considered PV configuration is connected to the DC-DC boost converter connected to resistive load. The described models for the elements in the system are presented as follows; 
Photovoltaic Models
The PV module is an important element of any PV plant. The accurate modeling of solar PV cell is imperative due to the drawbacks, namely 1. current-voltage (I-V) and power-voltage (P-V) characteristics of PV are profoundly non-linear. 2. These two characteristics are highly affected by environmental conditions [7] . Numerous work have been carried-out by researchers to design an accurate solar PV cell using number of diodes. The widely available models in the literature are single diode model (SDM) [41] , double diode model (DDM) [42] and triple diode model (TDM) [43] . The SDM is considered as a dominant one in diverse fields of applications due to its vibrant advantages namely simple in design, good in accuracy and less number of parameters involved (five parameters only) [24] . Therefore, in this paper, SDM is utilized to emulate the behavior of two different PV modules (Shell S36 and Shell SM55) under various environmental conditions as presented by the authors in [41] . The equivalent circuit of SDM is shown in Figure 2 . It is comprises with current source (I pv ) and a diode D is connected anti-parallel to it. Series resistance (R s ) and shunt resistance (R p ) indicates contact and leakage losses respectively [24] . The total current generated by PV module can be estimated by applying KCL to circuit and final current equation can be written as in Equation (1) .
where, I pv , I o , R S and R P are respectively PV current, leakage current, series and shunt resistance. a is modified ideality factor of a diode D. a can be defined as given in Equation (2) a = N ss n I kT q (2) where, k is Boltzmann constant and its value is 1.35 × 10 −23 J/K, T represents temperature of a PV cell in Kelvin, q and N ss are charge of electron (1.6 × 10 −19 C) and number of cells in series. n I represents usual ideality factor. I PV and I o can be calculated by using the Equations (3) and (4) as presented by authors in [44] .
where, k i is coefficient of short circuit current, I pv (1) can be modified and is presented as in Equation (5) [25] .
where, N pp , N ss represents number of parallel and series connected PV modules. 
Boost Dc-DC Converter
To implement the proposed MPPT technique, Boost converter is considered as a interfacing device between the input and load. To design the suitable rated boost converter the relationships between input and output voltages are given as follows:
The equivalent resistance of a boost converter can be estimated using the formula given in Equation (8):
where, V out , V in represents output and input voltage of boost converter, D indicates the operated duty cycle, R load is treated as load resistance of boost converter, and R equiv is equivalent resistance of sytem which helps to achieve the maximum power. Based on the simulation diagram of the studied system in Figure 1 , the boost converter with input inductance of 30 mH, output capacitor value 100 µF, connected to resistive load of 100 Ω and operating at switching frequency 10 kHz is considered. The experimentation's were performed using MATLAB simulink.
Partial Shading and Its Effects
In practical scenario, a single PV module cannot produce the required amount of power. Thereby, a number of PV modules are connected in combinations of series and parallel [45] . The maximum power yield by PV modules is mainly depending on environmental conditions like irradiation and temperature. Due to these environmental changes, all the PV modules may not receive equal amount of irradiation. This phenomenon is known as partial shading. In addition, the partial shading is also caused by reasons like passing of clouds, tree and building shadow and birds droppings [46, 47] . This partial shading phenomena results in hot-spots over the PV panels. During shade conditions, the shaded panel acts as a load instead of source. With this, the particular PV panel undergoes high current stress and temperature which causes the damage of shaded panel. To overcome this hot-spots, a bypass diode D b is connected parallel to each PV module, as it behaves as a high resistance (R b = 10 10 Ω) in the reverse-biased mode and low resistance (R b = 10 −2 Ω) in the forward-biased based on the following relation [48] .
Moreover, blocking diode is connected to avoid the reverse flow of current as shown in Figures 3a and 4a , respectively.
To illustrate the effect of partial shading, two configurations of different PV modules are considered as presented below:
•
The first configuration is designed as 4 PV modules connected in series to form a string. This string is made of Shell S36 Multi-crystalline PV module. Under this configuration, 3 different shading patterns are considered and that are presented Figure 3a .
The specifications of this module are presented in Table 2 . • The second configuration is made with a structure of 4 series panels with 2 parallel strings (4S2P). This configuration is made up of with Shell SM55 of Mono-crystalline type. This configuration is specifically designed to test the proposed method even for high rated PV systems. Under this configuration, two different shading patterns are tested as shown in Figure 4a - The specifications of S36 and SM55 module are presented in Table 2 . The two configurations were tested under a constant temperature of 25 • C, and a detailed analysis under these configurations are presented in the below section.
In the case of pattern 1, the 4 PV modules will generate an equal amount of current due to the presence of uniform irradiation of 1000 W/m 2 across all the panels. During this scenario, bypass diode acts as reverse bias. Therefore, it generates a complete I-V curve without any steps on it, as shown in Figure 3b of pattern 1. Further, the total power produced by the string is equal to the sum of individual panel powers. It provides a single peak (P1) on P-V curve as shown in Figure 3c . During partially shaded conditions, the PV modules will receive different irradiation's. For more understanding of this effect, pattern 2 is considered with two different irradiation levels. Due to this shade difference, the PV modules M 1 , M 2 and M 3 , M 4 generate different currents, thereby steps in I-V characteristics of pattern 2 can be observed in Figure 3b . This results two peaks (P2, P3) on P-V curve as shown in Figure 3c of Pattern 2. Similarly based on the irradiation presence on Pattern 3, it will generate four different currents thereby it results four steps and four peaks (P4, P5, P6, P7) on I-V and P-V curves respectively as shown in Figure 4b ,c of pattern 3. For understanding these multiple peaks on P-V curves, the simulations have been carried out as per the shade patterns are shown in Figure 3a . The resultant P-V and I-V curves are plotted with different colors to differentiate the power differences among shading patterns along with its captured powers. Among these peaks over P-V curves, P1, P2, and P6 are considered as global maximum power points (GMPP) for the shade patterns 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The remain other points (P3, P4, P5 and P7) are treated as local maximum power points (LMPP). Additionally, for more critical analysis and to verify the proposed method even under high power rated systems, the second configuration 4S2P of shell SM55 make is considered. The considered patterns under this configuration are shown in Figure 4a . The similar procedure has been carried out for the second configuration of pattern 4 and 5 as implemented for configuration 1. Based on the shades present on pattern 4 and 5, after performing the simulations, the multiple peaks and steps on P-V and I-V curves exist as shown in Figure 4b ,c. The respective power values are presented in Figure 4c to indicate the difference in power generation among shading patterns 4 and 5. Further the peak points P1 and P6 refers to GMPP of patterns 4 and 5 respectively, and all other peak points P2, P3, P4, P5 and P7 represents LMPP.
To track the GMPP with the presence of multiple peaks in the P-V characteristics, introducing a robust maximum power point tracking algorithm is still required. Therefore, in the next sections, novel variants flower pollination algorithm is introduced and investigated over the 5 shade patterns. Moreover, the performance of the proposed variants are evaluated under dynamic change in irradiation. The dynamic change in irradiation is considered as by changing modules irradiation from, pattern 1 to pattern 2 and then to pattern 3. Similarly from pattern 4 to pattern 5.
Proposed Novel Chaotic Flower Pollination Algorithm
In this section, the description of the proposed algorithm is explained in detail. The implementation steps towards the application of MPPT are presented.
Fractional Chaotic Flower Pollination Algorithm Variants (FC-FPA)
FPA technique was introduced by Yang in [49] to emulate the natural phenomena of pollination in plants. FPA and other meta-heuristic optimization algorithms depends on the Gaussian or uniform distributions to fulfill its randomization, during the initialization or implementation stage. Recently, researchers have introduced another method to improve the performance of the basic version of the algorithms by replacing these distributions. Chaos theory is an alternative approach for these distributions and become a new trend in the modification of the optimization algorithms [36, 50] . Chaos is a deterministic, pseudo-random, non-converging, non-period and bounded method can be found in non-linear dynamical systems [51] . Several attempts were made to prove that the randomness and the dynamical properties of the chaos maps help the optimization techniques to overcome from local optima [52] [53] [54] . Therefore, in this paper, by recognizing the importance of chaotic maps in improving the accuracy, consistency and convergence speed of the basic algorithms, the authors are motivated to employ a new version of these maps named fractional chaotic maps as the first time in MPPT application. As the fractional chaos maps have another new dynamical distribution, the authors tested them in MPPT to endorse a suitable map provides an efficient performance over this application.
The implemented maps are the fractional logistic, sine and tent maps in addition to their standard version. The mathematical formulas for the handled maps are presented below.
The considered Fractional logistic map can represented mathematically as:
The equation of Fractional sine map can given as:
The mathematical representation of Fractional Tent map can be give as:
where, T is the number of iterations. x 0 indicates the initial value is 0.7 [36] . The listed maps are employed in two phases; in the initialization stage and in modifying the random variables in the main control equations of FPA. The main differences between FPA and FC-FPA variants can be summarized as follows in Table 3 . Table 3 . Main difference between FPA and FC-FPA based on MPPT.
Algorithms

Features
FPA FC-FPA Remark
The initial solution vector in FPA is computed randomly, but in case of FC-FPA, the initial vectors were calculated chaotically based in selected map C j (i) 3 Parameter rand
is drawn from umiform distribution in the case of FPA whereas in FC-FPA, C is drawn from the chaotic maps with range ∈ [0, 1] where, Z i is the initial solution vector of the pollen i at iteration T = 1. C j (i) is the selected map with an index j, min(C j ) and max(C j ) are the minimum and maximum of the chaotic maps distribution. Ub and Lb are the upper and lower boundaries of the unknown variables. P Max , P Min are the required maximum and minimum values of P j that are selected as 0.8 and 0.2, respectively.
Implementing FC-FPA as MPPT
The implementation steps of FC-FPA variants as MPPT technique are presented below and the same is represented in the form of flowchart as shown in Figure 5 .
Step 1: Initialization: Define the initial parameters such as population size (n = 5), and maximum number of iterations T max = 27. The upper and lower boundaries of the duty cycle (Ub = 0.8, Lb = 0.2). Select the index (j) of the chaos map (C j ) as j = (1, 2, 3 ). Generate the initial values of the duty cycle (d i = Z i , i = (1, 2, 3, . . . , n = 5) chaotically for FC-FPA variants.
Step 2: Fitness evaluation: The panel voltage and current corresponding to the duty cycles d i , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 5 (d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 , d 5 ) are sensed and computes the corresponding fitness function P pv i = P pv 1 , P pv 2 P pv 3 P pv 4 P pv 5 . During the first iteration, store the global best value of the duty cycle (d Gbest ) that extracts the global maximum power (G bes ) = (max(P pv i )).
In forth coming iterations d Gbest and (G best ) are updated if the current power (P best ) is greater than the previous (G best ) power.
Step 3: Updating the duty cycle:
The C − P and C values are determined in each iteration based on the chosen chaos map with index j. Then sending the updated duty cycle to the boost converter.
Step 4: Termination criteria: Aiming to achieve the fair comparison between the proposed variants and evaluating their stability towards converging to global solution during simulation, the termination criteria is verified in two different scenarios such as power deviation (∆P pv i ) [14] between the present and previous iteration is detected, the second one is that no deviation. Then the algorithm keep on converging for the GMPP until maximum number of iterations (maximum number of iterations 27) or completing the time of simulation which is selected as 4 s.
Step 5: Re-initialization process: The characteristics of the PV panels mainly depends on the environmental conditions thus with changing the shading pattern the MPP will be changed, if suddenly a large deviation (∆P pv i ) [14] between the power is detected. Hence the proposed MPPT technique should restart its search process to capture new GMPP and continues with steps 2 to 4 until get converge. 
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Simulation and Results
To highlight the superiority of the proposed chaotic variants, the simulation results are compared with FPA. The simulations are carried-out for uniform and partial shade conditions using 4S and 4S2P configurations. A set of 5 shade patterns were tested and analyzed its performance. Several performance parameters like tracking speed, convergence time and efficiency are considered for evaluation. In addition, statistical analysis is performed to test the superiority and reliability of the introduced variants. Each algorithm is simulated for 10 independent runs to perform statistical analysis. The formulae used for performing the statistical analysis are presented below:
where, P pv ei ,P pv ei and P pv m are the estimated for each run (i), the average power over number of runs and measured global PV power. K is the total number of the runs. The schematic diagram of the setup shown in Figure 5 . The considered PV configurations are connected to the DC-DC boost converter with input inductance of 30 mH, output capacitor value 100 µF, connected to resistive load of 100 Ω and operating at switching frequency 10 kHz. The experimentation's were performed using a laptop of Core i7-6500U CPU with 2.5 GHz of speed and 4 GB of RAM and "MATLAB 2018" environment.
The experimentation's carried-out under uniform and partial shading conditions are presented in the Section 4.1. In this subsection authors presented results obtained for both 4S and 4S2P configurations. To verify the performance of the system even under dynamic change in irradiation using different patterns are performed and are discussed in the Section 4.2.
Simulation Validation of Proposed Chaotic Variants in Comparison with FPA under Partial Shading Conditions
The performance of proposed system is analyzed under various parameters, the Section 4.1.1 deals the analysis based on tacking speed, computational time and accuracy. While the Section 4.1.2 is investigated based on the performed statistical analysis.
Tracking Speed, Time and Accuracy Factors
After performing the rigorous simulations over 4S configuration, the obtained mean convergence curves for the PV power, voltage, current and duty cycle are presented in Table 4 . These plotted curves were obtained by performing number of independent runs.
1.
For the 1st string of 4S connected S36 modules: three shade patterns are considered with the 1st configuration. The patterns 1, 2, and 3 indicate uniform, medium and heavy shade conditions respectively.
• Pattern 1: a single global peak (GMPP) exists in the characteristics of the PV string at 148.693 W, it can be notice from Figure 3c of pattern 1. After performing the simulations with introduced variants the obtained convergence curves for Pattern 1 are presented in 1st row of 
2.
For the 2nd configuration of 4S2P connected SM55 module: Similar to the previous case, the mean convergence curves for the PV power, voltage, current and duty cycle for the Pattern 4 and pattern 5 are presented in Table 5 . Pattern 4 and pattern 5 are derived for the configuration of 4S2P to test proposed method under high rated power capacity. 
F-Tent
From the presented discussions it can be observed that, the FC-FPA variants exhibits extensive features like, they are not characterized by high initial oscillations and also confirms the tracking maximum power in a shorter period of time irrespective of shade conditions. The oscillations and switching of particles before converging shows high impact on switching devices. The wide range of switching oscillations generates thermal stress over switching devices. which results, failure of switching devices in regular intervals. Introducing the properties of chaotic variants to FPA, it reduces the oscillations of initial switching of particles. Thereby, it reduces thermal stress over the switch, which results improving the life time of switching devices. In addition, FC-FPA variants, shows high stability in searching for the global duty cycle. From the considered 5 patterns, it confirms that, fractional logistic and fractional tent maps show superior performance than other methods. Consequently, utilizing the FC-FPA variants based on the tracker system helps in saving wasted power and cost.
Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis is the one, which indicates the performance of any system qualitatively. Therefore, authors considered it as important factor to evaluate the performance proposed variants compare with FPA. By performing the calculations using Equations (13)- (16) , the obtained values are presented in Table 6 for the 5 shade patterns. The discussion on statistical analysis carried-out using 4S and 4S2P configurations are presented below:
1.
For the 1st configuration 4S connected S36 modules • For Pattern 1, from the presented values in Table 6 , it can be noticed that, FC-FPA variants provide the lower values of RMSE and MAE with more reliability compare to FPA. Among the FC-FPA variants, the fractional tent map attains the best STD value 4.547 × 10 −10 , high efficiency 99.8976% and consumes less computational time 0.992 s than other methods. Therefore, it confirms the superior performance of FC-FPA tent map.
•
For pattern 2, carrying out the statistical analysis under shade conditions shows the robustness of the proposed variants. From the presented values in Table 6 , it confirms that the fractional logistic and fractional tent maps able to achieve lower RMSE, MAE, and STD with higher stability. These maps, takes less computational time than other towards achieving high efficiency. • Pattern 3, it is considered as the stronger shade than patterns 1 and 2. Therefore, the obtained results under this pattern ensures the perfectness of proposed variants. From the presented values in Table 6 , fractional sine and fractional tent maps almost similar behavior and exhibits excellent performance than FPA. Fractional tent map takes computational time of 1.083 s which very less compare to FPA.
For the 2nd configuration 4S2P connected SM55 modules
• Pattern 4, helps to validate the proposed variants qualitatively even under high rated power plants and in case of increasing the complexity of the shade conditions. In pattern 4, FC-FPA variants attain the lower values of RMSE, MAE, and STD. Fractional logistic map attains high efficiency with a computation time of 0.820 s, which is less than other methods. However, fractional tent map shows good stability with higher accuracy as per the results presented in Table 6 . • For Pattern 5, FC-FPA variants exhibits their efficiency, superiority, and stability in tracking the GMPP under strong shade pattern. The lower values of RMSE, MAE, and STD with an efficiency reaching for 99.8538% confirm the superior performance of FC-FPA with a logistic map.
By the end of this subsection, it confirms that integrating the fractional chaotic maps with the FPA enhances the reliability of the basic technique under all shade conditions. FC-FPA variants exhibits higher power than FPA with shorter tracking time by 50% of that FPA, especially with the fractional logistic and fractional tent maps. Further, introduced variants helps to get rid of higher switching stress over switching devices. Further, the chaotic variants significantly improved system performance and helps to maintain its randomness for any sort of irradiation conditions.
Validation of Proposed Method under Dynamic Change in Irradiation's
It is a fact that, environmental conditions will not be uniform for long time and it will change often. Therefore, it is mandatory to validate the proposed method, under dynamic change in irradiation's. In order to test the dynamic ability of introduced variants under shade conditions, various simulations have been performed and are discussed as follows: Where the mean values of the obtained power and efficiency can be computed by
, respectively over number of runs (K). The bold font for the best results and the global values.
4S Configuration Designed with S36 Modules
In order to test dynamic ability of the proposed method, simulations have been programmed in such a way that, the irradiation distribution changes from pattern 1 to pattern 2 and finally to pattern 3. First, the distribution on the PV array change from pattern 1 to pattern 2 at 2.7 s, while the second step change in the irradiation level occurred at 5.4 s to pattern 3. The step change in irradiation and power convergence curves including duty cycles changes can be observed from the figures presented in Figure 6 .
From the figures, it is seen that the FPA method takes longer time to reach MPP and including with high oscillation around MPP. The same behavior is continued during change in patterns. However, the introduced chaotic variants achieved MPP in shorter period of time more importantly with negligible oscillations. In addition, the features of chaotic variants helps the proposed technique to identify the global MPP in a less time. This confirms the strong exploitation ability of the fractional chaotic variants especially in cases of fractional logistics and fractional tent. Moreover, that validates the suitability of proposed variants for the application of MPPT even under high dynamic change in irradiation conditions. 
4S2P Configuration Design with SM55 Modules
A similar dynamic test is performed with 4S2P configuration to show the robustness, reliability and efficiency of the proposed variants. In this configuration, the system is operated with pattern 4 until 4 s, and then shifted to pattern 5. The obtained convergence curves, which reflects the behavior of proposed method including with FPA is presented in Figure 7 . The presented results authenticates the converging the system into a global power. But the, FPA exhibits high amount of oscillations, converges to GMPP for pattern 4 at 2.294 s, after shifted to pattern 5, it failed to reach global and produces continuous oscillations. After occurrence of dynamic change, FPA is able to tack only 178.032 W. FC-FPA variants shows superior performance tracks global power without any oscillations around MPP. After performing dynamic change, FC-FPA variants is able to track 213.286 W, which is much higher than FPA. However, FC-FPA variants, able to track global power for the both pattern 4 and pattern 5. MPPT with fractional chaotic tent map shows faster convergence than other methods then fractional chaotic logistics map. The efficiency of the FC-FPA MPPT methods achieves 99.8% in shorter time meanwhile that of FPA is not exceeded by 98%. With the performed analysis, once again it proves the potential in exploration and exploitation behavior of proposed variants. From the presented results it is noteworthy to mention that, the proposed fractional chaotic variants performs superior performance in terms of GMPP and faster convergence and computational time. 
Comparison with Traditional Perturb and Observe Technique (P&O)
In this section, the recommended fractional chaotic tent map combined with FPA based MPPT technique compared with the well known traditional Perturb and Observe algorithm (P&O). The considered flowchart of P&O is illustrate at Figure 8 .
The comparison is carried out on two aspects, the former one exhibits the results of the algorithm over pattern 5 of 4S2P array reconfiguration. The latter one, however, shows the response of the algorithms during the dynamic change for the irradiance levels from pattern 1 to 2 then to 3 at time samples 2.7 s and 5.4 s from the simulation time as described in Section 4.2.1. The settings of P&O method are the initial duty cycle value (d = 0.5) and the step change in the duty cycle (∆d = 0.0025). The duty cycle selected such that to simplify the task on P&O especially in the dynamical change in the irradinace levels. It is noticed that the global peak exists at duty cycle near to 0.5 from the previous subsections. Therefore, P&O starts the perturbation from this value of duty cycle (d = 0.5). The response of the implemented P&O and F-tent map over pattern 5 of shading is illustrated in Figure 9 . By inspecting the figure it can be seen that, the P&O response reaches the higher value of the power compared to that obtaining by FC-FPA mppt in case of F-tent after longer time of fluctuation. For the dynamical changes in the irradiance levels from patterns 1 to 2 and finally to 3, the dynamical performances by the two considered techniques are shown in Figure 10 . The figure indicates the efficiency of the proposed mppt technique with F-tent in tracking the rapid changes in the irradiation levels over the considered modules of the PV array. P&O shows high fluctuation and trapping in local peak. Accordingly, the authors endorse the FC-FPA mppt in case of using the F-tent to overcome the limitations and drawbacks of P&O with rapid change in the shading situations. 
P&O F-Tent
Conclusions
In this article, the authors proposed a new algorithm titled "Fractional chaotic Flower Pollination Algorithm" for the first time for the application of maximum power point tracking. Three fractional chaotic (Logistic, Sine, Tent) have been merged with the basic version of FPA to enhance the superiority of FPA. The various simulation studies have been performed by considering two different types (Multi-crystalline and Mono-crystalline) of PV modules made with Shell S36 and Shell SM55. The performance of the proposed system is verified with five different shade patterns with two different configurations of the PV system. Furthermore, assessing the excellence of the proposed method, the qualitative study (Efficiency, RMSE, MAE, STD) have been carried out and compared with basic FPA in all stages of analysis. The dynamic change in irradiation is performed with a combination of three shade pattern. From the obtained results, it confirms that fractional chaotic logistics and fractional tent maps attain high efficiency (99.87%), in tacking GMPP with less computational time near to (1 s) than the FPA for all shade patterns. Further, the FC-FPA recommendsed variants show more consistency, zero oscillations around MPP and avoids LMPP not only over FPA but also over the conventional perturb and observe technique (P&O). Thereby, it can be concluded that merging the fractional chaotic logistic and fractional tent maps with FPA give the best solution to track MPP for any sort of irradiation changes.
